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2016 was certainly full of surprises for most of us. Some at an international level, some effecting us 
nationally and some which impinge on us here within our society, and those strangely can have a 
more immediate impact.  

Summer Exhibition 2017   We, as a society, have no control over the timing of our show which was 
determined within a carefully planned schedule of events by the gallery management during last 
year. This year the show will fall much earlier than usual. To understand a little of why this is so, it 
helps to know how we got to this point.  Our society was formed in 1922 and over the years we have 
had various venues to call home. However, in 1954 we were offered the newly built Burton Gallery as
hosts to our exhibition but we have never held any financial stake here nor had any influence over 
scheduling. The Burton at Bideford is now a charitable trust and must make maximum use of the 
gallery rooms to keep afloat. The exhibition will start May 27th, so we must all promote it wherever 
possible to maximise the footfall through the gallery doors.

The committee discussed at length the question of the commission rate. Although 2016 saw a record
number of sales and the highest ever exhibition revenues this euphoria was later tempered by reality
when the final figures revealed a very small profit. We are not a profit making organisation but, we 
do need a backstop of monies to bolster the society against the unforeseen. The costs of running any
show over a five or six week period are considerable. We have discussed commission in past years 
but now feel that the time has come to align a little more with current gallery rates which are usually 
40%-50%. In view of this the committee voted to increase the rate from 20% to 25% commission on 
sales for 2017.

The new design catalogue cover, will have the featured image chosen via a slightly different route for 
2017. It was decided that the winner of the Ken Doughty prize will provide the picture for the 
following year’s cover. We will run the ‘you choose’ competition as before but unfortunately we will 
not be able to award prizes for student work at Petroc this year, as the schedule for the exhibition is 
much too early and student work won’t be ready.

Membership renewals are due 31st March (see next page for how to pay) and we have to get to grips 
with establishing a standard method of collection, so the committee agreed on using Standing Order 
for payment of fees, which is an opportune place to mention that Peter Steart will be standing down 
from the position of membership secretary and we are greatly indebted to him for years of patient 
and diligent service to the society. That means that we urgently need someone to step up and take 
over from Peter. There must be someone out there who could easily do this job. Contact Linda 
(lindahaj@googlemail.com or 07817 365 396) for more information.  There is also a constant need to
push for new membership and we should all encourage non- member artists to bring their work and 
apply in May.
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We were indebted to Stuart McArdell during last year for his professionalism and knowledge of 
publicity and he has graciously agreed to help us again in 2017. I will meet with him and discuss how 
to take this forward.

The committee will sadly say goodbye to faithful member Penny Laird who is stepping down after 30 
years of service to the society.

During my first year as chairman I have been continually impressed by the dedication and willingness
of the concentrated group of Committee members who continue to uphold this society as the highly 
respected and aspirational group of artists that it is; an assemblage of talent that draws new and 
diverse creative work from our area. It’s something that’s not so easy to see from the outside and I 
feel privileged to have experienced it. A big thank you to all those who have worked so hard.

                                                                                                                                          Tony Williams

MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE DUE BY 31ST MARCH 2017
Due to the issues raised from gathering overdue membership subscriptions on a year by year basis, 
the committee of the Society has decided that as from 2017 subscriptions all new Members and new
Associate members will have to pay their membership subscriptions by standing order and payments
by cheque or cash will not be accepted except in exceptional circumstances.

This mechanism of payment will then be rolled out to Existing Members and Existing Associates from 
the 1st April 2018.

If existing Members and Existing Associates wish to change their payment method before this then 
that would be most helpful.

The details that you will need in order to set up a standing order payment with your bank are as 
follows:
Recipient's Name - Westward Ho! and Bideford Art Society
Recipient's bank and Branch - Lloyds Bank, Bideford
Recipient's sort code - 30-90-78
Recipient's account number - 00094676

Please reference your name on the standing order.

It is essential that that you notify the Membership Secretary preferably by email
 membership@whobidarts.co.uk    that the standing order has been set up and when the payment 
was made.

DIARY 2017

The 95  th   Summer Exhibition will run from Saturday, 27th May to Saturday 1st July

AGM Tuesday 4th April. 7.00 for 7.30 Burton Art Gallery. A glass of wine and an opportunity to voice 
any concerns or suggestions. Please contact Linda to send apologies, ask to join the committee, or 
contribute (lindahaj@googlemail.com or 07817 365396)

New Member Selection   Saturday 22nd April. Hand in work 10.00-11.00 am, Selection 11.00 onwards, 
at the Bideford Arts Centre (almost opposite the Burton on the Quay)

Handing in Friday 19th May 2.00-4.00pm and Saturday 20th May 10.00-11.00am

Private View Friday May 26th

Collection of unsold work – Sunday 2nd July
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OBITUARY Richard Mann died in April last year. Richard was an active and enthusiastic member of 
the society and his presence and vivid contributions have been sadly missed.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE RWA TRIP

A wet and stormy day was brightened up no end by this diverse and imaginative exhibition at the 
RWA. From pencilled ceramics to the tender countenance of her child by a loving cardboard mother 
with such expression drawn so briefly in the eyes. A monochrome portrait; ‘Remain Deeply 
Suspicious of the Content’ chimed well with me, I don’t always need the colour, and Laurie Steens 
‘Feeling Broken from the Sky’ reminds of how “much less can be far more” and the crucial element of
placing the subject within its space. Julian Witts is surely going to be recorded as a master of design 
as well as cutting and printing with work such as the sumptuous ‘Black Grouse’ seen here, whilst a 
fellow exhibitor at the RSMA, Moira Huntly’s ‘Harlech Castle’ made me want to dig out my old box of 
pastels. The key datum points in Jo Fox’s ‘Testing the Water’ earned the mixed media award and I 
also liked ‘Cavendish Road’. I’m always transported back to the Radio Times illustrations by work such
as Howard Phipps beautiful woodcuts and I liked Paula Havard’s economy of line in ‘Jenny Dreaming’.
For some reason I’m going for a lot of monochrome here so how about, ‘Secret Pool, Wick’ by Neil 
Murison. I see the big brush making both large and small statements here plus sunshine and warmth 
in his palette and I see a big and beautifully quiet beach delivering consistent quality from Pine 
Feroda.

 I don’t usually spend much time studying the results of therapy sessions but this time I have to 
admit to trying to unravel ‘Variations on Format’ by Thomas Maddalena and another work containing
three panels of drawn red and green chevron lines which I went back to twice. I really must stop it.   
‘Painting the Barn’ by June Mary Berry (I feel in need of a cake) was sketchy and fun with a lot going 
on. I love the ‘single line’ pears about to be attacked by hens within its brief but delightful 
description. To go with the cake I’ll have some juicy fruit on a plate always a delight from fellow 
SWAc, Robert Mountjoy. 

I’m always beguiled by the oily tones within etchings as seen in Wendy Rhodes ‘Turning for Home’ 
and Winter Spirit by David Carpenter?  ‘Lipstick’ by Howard Mason, sold, and why not!  The 
printmaking award went to Sue Brown for her collargraph, ‘Got it Pegged’ a stunning dance of three 
Jackdaws stealing the pegs off the line. I have known that unnerving and intimate stare of insolence 
from the wicked Corvid. Calligraphy was once my thing and Peter Amos sent a reminder with ‘Life 
Imitates Art’, another example of the graphic image set within its space, the swift, once and for all 
brush mark with the knot of detailed letterforms stating that ‘Life Imitates Art far more than Art 
Imitates Life’, with thanks to Oscar Wilde.  Andrea Clark tried to frighten arachnaphobes with ‘Incy 
Wincy’ but I rather liked this as much as I did John Butlers charming and whimsical painted carved 
figures. Annie Fry captures the sheer quietness of old age with her subject taking a nap in ’Dream the
Soft Look’ and as former beekeepers, (well, actually my wife), the big painting, ‘The Apiarist, July’ by 
Martin Bentham is a celebration of sun, buzz, honey, hives, smoke and possibly getting stung.

It’s impossible to mention all this selected work and I’ll even draw a veil over one cotton sculpture 
but I thoroughly enjoyed the day and the company though there wasn’t time to meet and greet as 
many as I would have liked.

 

Tony Williams
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